1. Players must be at the venue ready to play at least ½ hour before their scheduled match times as this is a roll on roll off event.

2. All players must record the frame scores, actual match start time, actual match end times, their high runs and sign the score sheets. Also the winner to return the score sheet to director. (NO EXCEPTIONS!)

3. Two scores must be kept on the board as well as frame scores.

4. The non-striker must call out the scores for the striker as they are made (when no referee at table). Also the non-striker should spot the balls as required unless striker states they prefer to do their own, but if so and they forget to spot a ball or move a ball the non-striker may call a foul.

5. All rules of snooker apply for every match. If a miss or difficult bridge is involved feel free to stop the match and ask for a room referee to get involved. Marking the white with a coin before a miss is played is a good idea if no referee asked to the table but this should be done by the non-striker so if the white is moved it is not a foul, if the striker tries to mark the white and move it it is a foul. Also the non-striker should replace the balls in the case of a miss but both players should agree with positions.

6. Players can call the fouls when no referee at the table but if you suspect an argument involved call the referee before a shot is played. I expect gentlemanly behaviour from all.

7. Try not to move and stay out of the line of sight of the striker and when possible sit in your chair.

Any questions ask the tournament director and head referee Kevin Patrick.